The existence and uniqueness of a solution to a generalized Blasius equation with asymptotic boundary conditions are proved. A new numerical approximation method is proposed.
Introduction
We study the BVP of the form: , U is the fluid velocity, ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity and t is the similarity variable defined as t = y 2 U 2νy 1 , where y 1 , y 2 are Cartesian coordinates with y 1 pointing along the free stream direction and y 2 perpendicular to y 1 . We refer to [2, 3] for an excellent introduction to the problem. A series expansions method was used to solve (1.2) by Blasius. There has been appeared many analytical and numerical methods handling this problem since the Blasius's work, [6, 8] for instance.
In the first part of this paper, the existence and uniqueness of (1.1) will be analytically proved by changing the boundary value problem to an initial problem. Using the obtained estimates we will be able to find the value of a = x ′′ (0) which guarantees that the solution x a on an initial problem
is the solution of (1.1) we are looking for. In the second part of the article, a new numerical approximation method is proposed.
Auxiliary lemmas
Let x a stand for the unique solution satisfying initial conditions
If a < 0, then x a and x ′′ a are negative for small t's thus the solution is concave and negative for all arguments and it cannot solve (1.1). For a = 0 we have a trivial solution x a ≡ 0 and the seeking solution can be obtained for a > 0. Lemma 1. The x a is defined for all t ≥ 0.
Proof. x ′′ a cannot vanish at any point t 0 by the uniqueness of solutions of initial value problems: x(t) = c 1 t + c 2 solves our ODE. Hence dividing the equation by x ′′ a and integrating on [0, t] we have
which implies
Integrating once more and applying the Fubini Theorem we get
By (2.1),(2.2) and (2.3) we have apriori estimates:
for any t > 0. It follows ( [7] , p. 146) that x a is extendable to [0, ∞). 
On the other hand
and hence lim t→+∞ x ′′′ a (t) = 0, which contradicts (2.4). Since x ′′ a > 0, then x ′ a is an increasing function (so the limit defining h(a) exists, possibly infinite). From lim t→+∞ x a (t) = +∞ we get there exists t a > 0 such that cx a (t) p > 1 for t > t a . From (2.2), we obtain for t > t a ,
for any a > 0.
Lemma 3. For any a > 0, there exists a finite and positive limit µ(a) := lim t→∞ (h(a)t − x a (t)). It means that the graph of x a has a slant asymptote and the following estimates hold:
Proof. The function t → h(a)t − x a (t) is increasing, hence the limit from the assertion exists but it can be infinite. Suppose it equals +∞. By the arguments from the proof of the lemma 2, we have
Integrating this inequality from s to +∞ and using the fact x ′′ a (+∞) = 0, we get
Next integration from t a to t leads to the following inequality
The last part of the assertion is a simple consequence.
For an upper bound on h(a), µ(a) depending explicitily on a we use x a (t) ≤ at 2 /2 to (2.3). Hence,
One can easily show that the function
has a similar behaviour as x a in the sense that its graph has an asymptote x = h * t − µ * , where
and its graph sits above this line. Hence,
where
(2.10) Now, we are able to get appropriate estimates for h(a).
Lemma 4. For any a > 0,
11)
Proof. For a lower bound we apply the estimate x a (τ ) ≤ 1 2 aτ 2 to the equality
This leads to the inequality
, α = 2p + 1 gives the lower bound on h. For an upper bound on h we use the lower estimate of x a -(2.9) to the equality (2.12) and we get
where we used linear substitutions twice. At last, using (2.
The next lemma presents estimates for µ(a).
Lemma 5. For any a > 0, constant µ(a) satisfies the following estimates:
) .
Proof. From (2.3) and (2.12) we get
, α = 2p + 1 we obtain the lower bound. On the other hand, from (2.9), (2.13) we have
2p+1 , α = p + 1 we have for any a > 0 we get the upper bound.
Main results
Now, we are able to prove the existence of a solution to (1.1). Finally, the uniqueness of the solution of (1.1) will be proved by using the ideas from [4] . For any a > 0 consider the one-to-one function
2 ) = x a (t) for each t ≥ 0. It is well defined since x a and x ′ a are increasing functions and it belongs to C 2 (0, h(a) 2 ). Substituting y = x ′ (t) 2 , we shall find an ODE satisfied by v (we omit subscript a for simplicity).
hence,
Put x and its derivatives in our ODE and find
From boundary conditions on x we get
Now, we are in position to prove Theorem 2. The solution of (1.1) is unique.
Proof. We need to show that the function h is one-to-one. Suppose that h(a 1 ) = h(a 2 ), a 2 > a 1 and take v 1 and v 2 obtained by x a 1 and x a 2 , respectively, that is v i satisfies (3.1) with boundary conditions (3.2) (for a = a i , i = 1, 2). Put
Notice that w ′ > 0 on the whole interval (0, h(a 1 ) 2 ) -both function are defined on the same interval.
In fact, if it is not true, then there exists s in this interval such that w ′ > 0 on (0, s) and w ′ (s) = 0. Hence w(s) > w(0) = 0 and
On the other hand,
p from w(s) > 0 and this gives w ′′ (s) > 0 -a contradiction. Thus, we have w > 0 and w
2 ),
and lim
and, therefore, lim
which contradicts the previous inequality.
Numerical approach
All numerical methods cannot work on the infinite interval [0, ∞) and we do not know the exact value of a = x ′′ (0) for the solution. Our earlier results make possible to find a finite interval [0, T ] for any positive value ǫ of the error control tolerance such that
Since all these functions decrease, all three inequalities hold for any t > T. First, by using estimates (2.11), we can find an interval [a min , a max ] such that h(a min ) < β < h(a max ). Next, by (2.1), we need
by (2.12), we should have
and by(2.3) and (2.13), we get
We do not know the function x a min but we can use estimate (2.9) to get
We start with a family of initial value problems
If we approximate this solution in [0, T ] with an error less than ǫ, then the best approximation of
The lower and upper bounds for the second derivative describe the shooting window -for each a the only solution in this direction exists at t = T, and the computed value of x ′ (T ) is more and more close to the expected limit value β. As long as β is contained between the computed values x ′ (T ) of the best two shots, we apply the classical bisection method: If y and z are solutions such that y ′′ (0) < z ′′ (0), and there is y ′ (T ) < β < z ′ (T ), then the next problem to solve is (4.4) with a = (y ′′ (0) + z ′′ (0))/2. Examples. While solving the initial value problems we apply an adaptive Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method RK45 [5] , in which a tolerance parameter ǫ controls local error of the method. The values of ǫ range from 10 −8 to 10 −14 . For representing real values we use standard 16 − 17-digits double data type.
Numerical results for the classical Blasius equation p = 1, c = 1/2, and β = 1. Here a min = 0.2694860459, a max = 0.3420953216. For T = 14 we get the all three inequalities (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) for ǫ = 1.0e − 14. Below N stands for a number of steps in RK45 (average): The last value of a differs in two last digits from the one cited in [2] :
The last two columns of the table have been computed for ǫ = 10 −14 . As there is x ′′ (T ) = 7.68e − 13, for t > T the straight line approximation of the solution is the most effective.
Numerical results for the equation with p = 7, c = 1/2 and β = 1.
Here, a min = 0.3733978388, a max = 0.3805482427. As above for the tolerance ǫ = 1.0e − 14, the interval [0, 4] is sufficiently large and we get the following results by RK45 method: Remarks -as above. Here x ′′ (T ) = 9.03e − 18. The value of a = 0.3793981891086 -here, all digits are true.
Numerical experiment for the equation with p = 0.1 c = 1/2, β = 1; taking ǫ = 10 −14 we get T = 50. The proof of the existence and uniqueness result for p < 1 fails, since we cannot claim that the initial value problem (1.3) has a unique solution and that it depends continuously on a. Hence, function h can be multivalued. If one will prove the uniqueness, then, due to [7] p. 172, h will be continuous and all results of this paper will be true also for p < 1. The stability of numerical experiments cited below suggests it is the fact. Remarks as above. Here x ′′ (T ) = 1.02e − 15. The value of a = 0.443643421683 -here, all digits are true.
Conclusions
The authors know that our computation of the value of the second derivative of the solution are not more exact than others. However, the proposed method gives a possibility of controlling errors and it is very simple. We hope a similar approach can be applied for more general equations as x ′′′ + f (x) · g(x ′′ ) = 0 with qualitative assumptions on functions f and g.
